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This study has been commissioned by the TKI Wind op Zee. The research for this report is conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers Advisory
N.V. ('PwC') in cooperation with Ecofys Netherlands B.V. ('Ecofys').
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The TKI Wind op Zee (Top consortium for Knowledge and Innovation
Offshore Wind) is part of the Dutch Topsector Policy: a government policy
that targets the further development of successful industry sectors through
research and development in cooperation with Universities and
Knowledge Institutes.

The ambition of TKI Wind op Zee is to reduce the cost for offshore wind
projects by 40% in 2020, compared to 2010. Furthermore the organisation
aims to strengthen the economic activities in offshore wind in the
Netherlands and to support the Dutch offshore wind sector to continue to
lead internationally.

The TKI Wind op Zee wants to realize this ambition with:
• R & D programs in collaboration with industry;
• Strategic workflows with projects that serve both the private and public
interest;
• and project Leeghwater: an offshore wind farm for test and
demonstration of innovations.

The TKI Wind op Zee directs the research, innovation activities and
implementation of offshore wind technology for industry (SMEs) in
Netherlands. In addition, the TKI Wind op Zee guarantees
rapid dissemination and deployment of the developed knowledge,
techniques and working methods.

PwC is a professional firm, providing Assurance, Tax, Human Resources, and
Advisory services.

The specialists in the PwC Renewable Energy group have a broad range of
energy sector knowledge at their disposal.

PwC strives to facilitate debate on renewable energy, such as by organising
roundtables. In addition to this, the firm is also part of the impetus behind
the EnergiePoort convention in the Nieuwspoort press centre, where
stakeholders exchange ideas with the Dutch Members of Parliament and
other top officials, energy and gas companies, professional associations and
environmental organisations.

PwC releases regular publications on developments in issues related to
renewable energy.
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Our scope and process
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Our scope This study focuses on identifying the differences in subsidy and tax regimes for offshore wind in France,
Belgium, Denmark, Germany, the UK and the Netherlands. For comparison of subsidy policies, we have
focused on the main schemes used in these countries, often either a feed-in premium or a feed-in tariff
scheme. As far as tax is concerned, we have focused on depreciation rules and tax incentives (for
instance, investment deduction). While modelling the impact of various tax regimes, we have focused
on the first-order effect on the LCoE (levelised cost of electricity) and public expense (subsidy and tax
income). The second-order effect (change in the costs of capital due to the subsidy or tax regime
lowering the risks for investors) is not assessed in this study, though it is an interesting topic for a
follow-up study. An explanation of the first- and second-order effects are given in Appendix A. Applied
assumptions for the calculation of the impact on the LCoE are presented in Appendix B. In Appendix C,
the model used for assessing the impact on the LCoE is explained. In Appendix D, the bibliography is
included.

Limited Extensive

Access to information The available information gives a solid basis for this report. We have used publicly available sources
from governmental bodies and general market reports, as well as interviews with local experts. For
offshore wind in the Netherlands, changes in the subsidy scheme will be made in 2015. But these
changes have not been published yet. So our description of the scheme is based on the current
knowledge in the market on the new scheme.Limited Extensive

Clarity of information The collected information, together with our access to experts and our own expertise, has allowed us to
provide insight into the international subsidy schemes and tax policies to incentivise offshore wind
exploitation. The research is based on the information as available up to 15 March, 2015, reason why
developments or effects which may have occurred, or information which may have come to light,
subsequent to that date have not been incorporated in the report and/or the calculations included
therein.

Poor Good

Guidelines for the use of this report The content of this report is for general information purposes only and no explicit or implicit
statement is made or guarantee offered in respect of the correctness or completeness of the
information contained in this report. TKI Wind op Zee is not liable for the accuracy of the information
provided or responsible for any use of the content.
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A comparison of international subsidy and tax
regimes for offshore wind

In the Netherlands, policies for offshore wind
have recently changed. New locations have
been assigned, an environmental study will be
performed by the government and permits will
be granted simultaneously with the SDE+
subsidy. An auction is being designed for two
plots of 350 MW each, to be tendered by the
end of 2015.

In many neighbouring countries, offshore wind
is incentivised as well by using subsidies and
tax incentives. In the Netherlands, the
attractiveness of the subsidy and tax regime,
compared to neighbouring countries, is being
debated.

In this study, we qualitatively describe and
compare the regimes. We have quantified the
impact of applying various tax regimes on the
LCoE and public expenditure in the
Netherlands.

Summary
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Denmark

Germany

The Netherlands

The UK

Belgium

We have analysed two ways to optimise attractiveness of offshore wind projects

In this report, we have analysed two policy routes to make wind offshore
projects more attractive for investors: through subsidies and/or tax
schemes. Both methods, if designed effectively, can reduce LCoE. Tax
schemes affect LCoE directly, whereas subsidy schemes can impact the LCOE
only through second-order effects, by changing the risk profile of projects.

Countries in scope:

France

The subsidy and tax schemes for offshore wind in the Netherlands and neighbouring countries vary. The design of the
subsidy and tax schemes seems to determine attractiveness for investors as it can change the risk profile and, therefore,
the cost of capital and LCoE. A lower LCoE will lead to lower costs for the society. The impact on the LCoE of changes in tax
regime following foreign practices appears to be limited. The impact of changes in the Dutch subsidy scheme could
potentially be more significant than implementing foreign tax schemes. To confirm that, additional research is needed.

*We analyse the risk of lower remuneration due to
price or quantity changes that cannot be influenced
by the investor

By optimising tax and subsidy schemes, risk could
be shifted from private to public parties (the
overall risk does not decrease, it is only distributed
differently). If the scheme involves less private
risk, investors may require a lower cost of capital.
And that will reduce the LCoE, which subsequently
decreases the needed public expenditure.

LC
o

E

Private
risk

Public
risk

Country

Subsidy
scheme

SDE +
Feed-in premium

Groenestroom-
certificaten

Feed-in premium

Public Service
Obligation (PSO)
Feed-in premium

Einspeisevergütung
(§ 50 EEG)

Feed-in premium

Contracts for
difference

Feed-in premium

Renewable Energy
Directive offshore

Feed-in tariff
Risk for
investors 2 2 0 1 0 0

Comments
- Price cap
- Annual

electricity price
as a reference

- No price cap
- Annual

electricity
price as a
reference

- No price cap
- Hourly

electricity
price as a
reference

- No price cap
- Monthly

electricity price
as a reference

- No price cap
- Hourly

electricity
price as a
reference

- No price cap
- No exposure to

market prices

0

1

2

4

Lowest risk

Limited risk

Some risk

Higher risk

1. The impact of implementing a foreign tax regime
on the LCoE and public expenditure is modest

The Dutch tax regime leads to a lower LCoE than
the Belgium, German or French regime, if
applied in a Dutch wind park business case. The
costs for the society in the Netherlands are
relatively high compared to other countries. Only
when applying the Danish or UK’s situation, both
the LCoE and public expenses decrease by up to
3% compared to the Dutch tax regime being
used. This is caused by lower corporate tax rates
and accelerated depreciation rules.

2. The subsidy schemes in some other countries seem to be more attractive than the Dutch subsidy scheme

All six subsidy schemes analysed generally have a low risk profile, as both feed-in tariffs and feed-in premiums are designed to
ensure that investors receive sufficient revenue. But there are differences in the schemes per country and those differences
impact the risk level for investors. In that respect, the subsidy scheme in the Netherlands is slightly riskier* for investors due to
an electricity price floor being used (that could result in the subsidy provided being insufficient to cover costs) and a reference
electricity price based on the yearly average (which generates profile risk). The profile risk is lowered by using an imbalance and
profile factor, but this parameter then needs to be set appropriately. On the positive side, the number of subsidised full load
hours is guaranteed. Additional research is needed to determine the impact of these varying risk profiles on the cost of capital,
and therefore on LCoE and public expenditure.

Base
case
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Renewable energy subsidies are widely debated, as they expose a societal
dilemma: How much money is a country willing to spend to develop its
renewable generation capacity? This study is dedicated to finding out which
regulatory and fiscal choices various countries have made and how those
choices translate into attractiveness for investors and public expenditure.

Research question

In the Netherlands, policies for offshore wind have recently been changed.
An auction is being designed for two plots of 350 MW each, to be tendered
by the end of 2015. In many neighbouring countries, offshore wind is
incentivised as well. In the Netherlands, the attractiveness of subsidy and
tax policies compared to neighbouring countries is being debated.

Financial incentives to invest in offshore wind (either subsidies or tax
incentives) aim to provide certainty to investors that they can recover their
costs. The design of such schemes determines both how attractive these
schemes are for investors and how costly they are for society.

This leads to a question on what the optimal subsidy and tax scheme
design is from the public-spending and investor’s point of view. In this
study, we qualitatively describe and compare the regimes. For the tax
regimes, we have also quantified the impact of various tax regimes on the
LCoE* and the public expenditure (first-order effect).

Quantitative analysis

To quantify the impact of various tax schemes, we use the base case of the
Dutch Borssele wind farm. We created six scenarios (including the Dutch
base case) based on the tax regimes as applied in the six countries
(corporate income tax rate, asset depreciation method and investment
allowance) and modelled their effects on the amount of public
expenditure and LCoE of the project.

Structure of the report

The report is structured as follows: In this section, we provide an overview
of the national subsidy and tax scheme using a uniform analytical
framework. It also includes the qualitative assessment of attractiveness of
subsidy schemes for investors and the estimation of tax incentives’ effects
on LCOE. In the second section, we provide a detailed country analysis.
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1 Introduction and scope

United Kingdom
Installed capacity: 3.7 MW
Target 2020: 10-13 GW

France
Installed capacity: 0 MW
Target 2020: 6 GW

Denmark
Installed capacity: 0.9 GW
Target 2020: 2.2 GW

Germany
Installed capacity: 1 GW
Target 2020: 6.5 GW

Belgium
Installed capacity: 0.7 GW
Target 2020: 2.2 GW

Netherlands – base case
Installed capacity: 0.2 GW
Target 2020: 1.6 GW

Countries in scope of the analysis

* It is estimated as the net present value (NPV) of total costs of the lifetime of a power plant
divided by NPV of electricity generation (under assumed utilisation rate)
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Overview of the subsidy schemes for the exploitation of offshore wind:
All six countries adopted either feed-in premium of feed-in tariff based
systems. The goal is to increase and secure the total remuneration per
MWh.
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2 Subsidy scheme overview

Subsidy policy -
Name of scheme

SDE +
Groenestroom-

certificaten
Public Service

Obligations (PSO)
Einspeisevergütung

(§ 50 EEG)
Contracts for

Difference
Renewable Energy
Directive offshore

Type Feed-in premium Feed-in premium Feed-in premium Feed-in premium Feed-in premium Feed-in tariff

The cost of the subsidy
scheme per kWh (public
expenditure)

Difference between required
price (basic price) and the
electricity market price which
is corrected by an imbalance
and profile factor and capped

Difference between
the guaranteed price
and the electricity
market price which is
reduced by ~10%

Difference between the
guaranteed price and
electricity market price

Difference between the
base guaranteed price
and the electricity
market price

Difference between the
guaranteed price (strike
price) and the
electricity market price

Guaranteed price (feed-
in tariff, depending on
tender round, location
and bid)

Guaranteed price for
investors

Project-specific (determined
in an auction)

Based on
predetermined
average (now
€138/MWh)

Project-specific
(determined in an
auction)

Based on
predetermined average

Highest bid granted in
the auction sets the
strike price (pay as
cleared)

Project-specific, now
between €0.15/kWh and
€0.22/kWh

Annual inflation correction
guaranteed price

No No No No Yes, CPI Yes, CPI

Method to assess income
from electricity market

Yearly average price Yearly average price Hourly average price Monthly average price Hourly average price N/A

Compensation for
imbalance as part of the
guaranteed price setting

Yes, imbalance and profiling
factor of ~10% of electricity
price

No No, but missed income
is reimbursed for 25
years (last 5 years only
the market price)

No, but missed income
is reimbursed (at >6
consecutive hours of
interrupted production)

No No

Subsidy cap: price per
MWh

Yes, limited by difference of
the required price and the
base electricity price (not
corrected for inflation)

Yes, limited by the
guaranteed price

Yes, limited by the
guaranteed price

Yes, limited by the
guaranteed price

Yes, limited by the
strike price

Yes, capped at the feed-
in tariff that was
determined

Subsidy cap: quantity Yes, project-based number of
full load hours (‘banking’ is
allowed), reached in 15 years

Yes, provided for 20
years

Yes, maximum 50,000
full load hours or 20
years

Yes, provided for 20
years. Front-loading in
first 8 or 12 years

Yes, provided for 15
years

Yes, provided for 20
years

Access to grid Provided (from 2015), not
though the subsidy scheme

If developed by a
farm, a higher tariff
(€150/MWh) applies

Provided Provided Developed by a farm,
sold to grid operator

Developed by a farm,
but included in the feed-
in tariff

The main differences are in the allocation method (project-based
remuneration or not), whether the subsidy is calculated based on an hourly,
monthly or yearly average (to avoid profile risk), if the guaranteed price is
corrected for inflation, if imbalance costs are covered and the duration of the
scheme/timing of the income.

Source: PwC Analysis
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Qualitative assessment subsidy schemes: Offshore wind projects are prone to
allocation risks (will the wind farm be granted a subsidy) and operational risks. We
take an investors’ perspective (either debt or equity providers) and assess the
operational risks*: will investors be able to get the required revenue once the
subsidy is secured. We distinguished between price and quantity related risks.
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2 Subsidy scheme overview

Overall score
(risk level) 2 (Some risk) 2 (Some risk) 0 (Low risk) 1 (Limited risk) 0 (Low risk) 0 (Low risk)

Price risk:

A. Guaranteed
price risk: Is price
based on a project
or average for all
projects? Is it
capped? Is an
upside possible?

B. Profile risk: Is
the reference price
based on annual,
monthly or hourly
index? Is there
compensation for
profile risk if it
exists?

1. A.1 The guaranteed price is
determined on project basis instead
of an average.

2. A.2 There is a cap on the subsidy
per MWh (floor) if the corrected
market price falls below the set
basic electricity price. Depending on
how well it is set, it can either
create a risk or be of limited impact.
In the past, few projects have been
faced with this situation.

3. B. Profile risk is covered by applying
imbalance and profile factor. But in
this way, corrected market price is
based on an annual price average.
There is no certainty that market
participants would actually be able
to trade at that price. The net level
of risk depends on how well this
factor is set.

1. A. The guaranteed
price is determined
by the government
and is average for all
projects but if the
opex proves to be
higher, this price is
adjusted
upwards/downwards.

2. B. Corrected market
price is an annual
average; so it imposes
a higher profile risk.
Operators need to
close long-term
electricity sales
contracts, but they
get compensated for
the difference with
the market price
(profile risk reduced).

1. A. The guaranteed
price is based on an
individual project.
Potential for upside
revenues does not
exist, but there are no
other limitations.

2. B. The reference
market price is
estimated on hourly
basis, which increases
the probability of
being able to sell
electricity close to a
forecast price. So the
profile risk is limited.

1. A. The guaranteed price is
determined by the
Government and is average
for all projects. If prices
exceed the guaranteed price
in Germany, farm operators
may keep the difference
(upside revenue).

2. B. The reference market
price is estimated on
monthly basis, which riskier
than the hourly method
(increased profile risk).

1. A. The guaranteed price
is the same for all
projects in the subsidy
round. In the UK, the
most expensive project
within the budgetary
pot sets the subsidy
level for all projects in
that round (upside
revenue potential).

2. B. The reference
market price is
estimated on hourly
basis, which increases
the probability of being
able to sell electricity
close to a reference
price. So, the profile
risk is limited.

1. A. Feed-in
tariff depends
on the
expected cost
of the project.
No price risk or
upside.

2. B. No profile
risk

Quantity risk:

A. Quantity risk: Is
the number of full
load hours capped?
Subsidy period: Is it
15 or 20 years?

B. Yield risk: Is the
number of full load
hours guaranteed?

1. A. Quantity cap is used for every
project. The subsidy is granted for
15-year periods.

2. B. Although the number of full load
hours is capped, it is also
guaranteed. In this way, investors
have certainty of the total revenue
during the subsidy period.

1. A. No quantity cap on
the number of full
load hours. The
subsidy is provided
for 20 years.

2. B. Full load hours are
not guaranteed (no
banking system is in
place).

1. A. 50,000 total full
load hours quantity
within 20 years.

2. B. Full load hours are
not guaranteed.

1. A. No quantity cap on the
number of full load hours.
Subsidy is provided over 20
years but the tariff is front-
loaded.

2. B. Full load hours are not
guaranteed (no banking
system is in place), thus
increases the risk for the first
8/12 years.

1. A. No quantity cap on
the number of full load
hours, provided
operators succeed in
contracting with third
parties to take their
energy to the grid.
Subsidy provided over
15 years.

2. B. Full load hours are
not guaranteed.

1. A. No quantity
cap on the
number of full
load hours.
Subsidy is
provided for
20 years.

2. B. Full load
hours are not
guaranteed.

According to our qualitative assessment, the
Netherlands and Belgium seem to be slightly riskier for
investors, primarily due to price-related risks. On the
other end of the risk spectrum are the UK, Denmark
and France. This could result in a lower cost of capital,
which influences the LCOE.

Risk is
reduced

Risk is
increased

Impact depends
on match with
project

Source: PwC Analysis. *We do not analyse allocation risk profiles, as well as exclude the network connection arrangements and balancing costs from the core risk analysis.
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Overview of tax regimes and generic and offshore wind specific tax incentives:
In the countries that we analysed, the main differences between tax schemes
involve corporate tax rates and differences in depreciation rules. Only Belgium
adopted a specific tax incentive for offshore wind. Offshore wind developers can
get a one-off investment deduction of 13.5%.
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3 Tax regime overview

Fiscal policy

Nominal corporate
income tax rate

25% (20% for the first
EUR 200,000 of taxable
income)

33% 23.5% 15% CIT plus
solidarity surcharge
of 5.5% on CIT Rate
(together 15.38%)
and 7% - 17% Trade
Tax (varying by
location)

20% In principle 33.1/3%

Depreciation terms Commercially,
depreciation is taken into
account over the period
that the SDE subsidy is
available (i.e. 15 years).
For tax purposes, the
economical and technical
useful life of the asset (20
years for offshore
windfarms), is taken into
account

For offshore wind assets in
principle there is no
difference between the
depreciation for
commercial and tax
purposes

Commercially, utility
plants, including offshore
windfarms, are depreciated
on a straight line basis over
the expected useful life of
the asset (wind turbines for
example 20-24 years by
one leading player) while
for tax purposes a declining
balance method is applied

For tax purposes it is
not allowed to
depreciate each asset
(e.g. tower, rotor
blades) separately as it
is required to
depreciate the unit as
a whole, which is also
acceptable for
commercial purposes

Commercially,
depreciation is taken into
account over the useful
life of the assets.
No tax depreciation is
available but capital
allowances may be
deducted. The capital
allowance amounts 18%
calculated on a reducing-
balance basis

For tax purposes,
depreciation may be
taken into account in
their own useful life.
From an accounting
standpoint, the standard
method is straight line
depreciation

Recognition of
(additions to) the
decommissioning
provision

Commercially, additions
to a decommissioning
provision are recognized
on an accrual basis

n/a For tax purposes, there is
no recognition of the
decommissioning provision
or any additions hereto

n/a n/a n/a

Generic tax incentives
available for offshore
wind

n/a* n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Specific tax incentives
for offshore wind

n/a Farms may be eligible for a
one-off investment
deduction of 13.5% on the
acquisition value

n/a n/a n/a n/a

*Energy Investment Allowance (“EIA”) not available in combination with the SDE+
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If we modify the Dutch tax regime (corporate tax rate and depreciation
terms) according to the practices of other countries we studied, the
potential impact on the LCoE or public expenditure in the Netherlands
seems to be limited. For example, the LCoE could be reduced by up to 3%, if
the UK’s fiscal policy is adopted.

Effects of tax incentives

With adjustments to the tax regime, the government may reduce the costs in
the project which leads to lower LCoE and thus reduced need for subsidy. We
have analysed six scenarios where we applied foreign tax regimes (various
corporate tax rates, depreciation rules and, where applicable, investment
allowance) to the Dutch base case of the Borssele farm.

Limited impact on LCoE and public expenditure

Most of the effects are the result of a difference in the corporate tax rate on
the one hand and a different depreciation pace on the other hand. Only
Belgium provides an offshore wind specific tax incentive, but the positive
effects are diminished by significantly higher corporate tax rate in Belgium.

The results of applying foreign tax regimes on the Dutch wind park show that
the Danish and the British tax regimes are most attractive for investors (lower
corporate tax rate and depreciation using a declining balance). We have
estimated that if we apply those regimes to the Dutch base case, the LCoE of
Borssele wind park would be reduced by 2-3%. This is a modest effect, given
the Dutch ambition of a achieving a 40% cost reduction. Public expenditure
and LCoE are not effected in the same order by the tax regimes. For example:
a one percent higher corporate tax rate results in 0.40% higher LCoE but only
0.08% lower public spending.

Changes in subsidy scheme are expected to have a more profound effect on
public expenditure and through the second-order effect (risk profile for
investors) on LCoE. Further research is needed to quantify this potential. In
the UK, the evidence shows that the switch from an old renewable obligation
scheme to Contracts for Difference has potentially led to an ~8% decrease of
LCoE (−€6.5/MWh) and 20% reduction in costs of the subsidy (NPV of subsidy
revenue divided by the present value of generation)*.
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3 Tax regime overview

Source: Ecofys Analysis

Quantification of impact of different tax regimes on the Dutch
base case

As the impact of the modifications of the tax regimes in the Netherlands on
the LCoE and public expenditure is modest, policy makers should also focus on
optimising the design of subsidy schemes to have the best outcomes in terms
of attractiveness for investors and reduction of the public spending. But this
hypothesis needs to be tested in a separate study.

*Sources: Annex B: Strike price methodology, DECC (2013); Offshore Wind Cost Reduction,
Pathways Study, The Crown Estate (2012)
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parameters to the
Dutch wind park in
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Overview subsidy scheme in the Netherlands – Offshore wind is supported
by a feed-in premium. From 2015, a competitive auction (SDE+) will be
used. The detailed design of the system, such as the basic price, the
imbalance and profile factor or the rules for ‘banking’, is still under debate.
This overview is based on current available information on the scheme.

Attractiveness of scheme for investors
As the scheme has not been finalised, the attractiveness is still to be
determined. Based on the current knowledge, the risk for investors lies in the
event of the market price falling below the base electricity price and the factor
mitigating profile risk not being set well.
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4 The Netherlands

Overview of feed-in premium

In the Netherlands, offshore wind operators sell
electricity directly to the market at the market
price. In addition, they receive a feed-in
premium.

1 The height of the subsidy per MWh is
determined by the difference between a
required price (basic price, set in the auction)
and the corrected electricity market price. The
corrected price is determined annually as the
average electricity price for a year, corrected for
an imbalance and profile factor (covers
imbalance costs and profile risk due to average
yearly market price being used to determine the
subsidy). This correction factor increases the
subsidy by ~10%.

2. But the subsidy per MWh is capped. The Dutch
scheme has a double price cap:

• The upper limit, the basic price, is the required
income per MWh (necessary to cover costs). In
the auction, a maximum for this upper limit is
set by the Government. Wind farm operators
submit their bids. The bid with the lowest basic
price wins.

• The lower limit (or floor) is called the base
electricity price, which in the past accounted
for two-thirds of a long-term electricity market
price (fixed for the subsidy term).

The maximum guaranteed price for investors
covers the difference between the basic price
and the base electricity price. Both are not
adjusted for inflation.

3. The subsided electricity output is capped at
certain amount of full load hours, which differs
per project**. From 2015, annual under or over
production can be banked and used to cover the
differences in the future. In this way, the total
number of full load hours (used to determine
the basic price) is secured.

Every month, 80% of the subsidy for the agreed
full load hours is provided based on an
estimated corrected market price. The final
subsidy payments are settled at the end of the
year based on the electricity produced and the
actual correction price.

Electricity market price

Basic price

1

Base electricity price

t or MWh

€
/M

W
h

2

3

1

Corrected market price

2

3

2

Planned offshore wind

Zuid-Holland Kust
(1,400 MW)

Borssele
(1,400 MW)

* Under debate: potentially via a levy on the energy bills
**Based on P50 test, which is 50% probability that the wind yield will
have a certain amount of full load hours over a period of time

Offshore
wind farm

Financing scheme

Selected reference sites
Planned/under construction/just built

• Installed capacity: 228 MW

• Targets 2020 (operational): 1,600 MW

Electricity
market

Market price

Premium
Consumers*

Noord-Holland Kust
(700 MW)
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Tax regime in the Netherlands – Due to the fact that the EIA cannot be
combined with the SDE+ there is effectively no tax incentive available for
offshore wind farms in the Netherlands.
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4 The Netherlands

Attractiveness of the tax regime for investors
Dutch tax regime does not add to the attractiveness for investors in offshore
wind in the Netherlands.
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Borssele

Borssele’s project LCoE and required public expenditure*

*Source: Ecofys Analysis

Fiscal policy

Nominal corporate
income tax rate

25% (20% for the first EUR 200,000 of taxable income)

Depreciation terms Commercially, depreciation is taken into account over the period
that the SDE subsidy is available (i.e. 15 years).

For tax purposes the shortest of the economical or technical useful
life of the asset , but at least 5 years, which in general means 15
years for offshore windfarms.

Recognition of
(additions to) the
decommissioning
provision

Commercially, additions to a decommissioning provision are
recognised on an accrual basis.

For tax purposes, at every year-end the total decommissioning cost
is estimated and discounted to the year at hand. Subsequently, a
percentage equal to n/y where “n” is the number of years that have
elapsed versus “y” being the estimated total number of years from
the start of the project until decommissioning, is provided for in the
tax books.

Generic tax
incentives available
for offshore wind

n/a*

Specific tax
incentives for
offshore wind

n/a

*The Energy Investment Allowance (“EIA”) is available for offshore wind investments but not in combination with the
SDE+. Should an investor not apply or be eligible for the SDE+, the EIA will provide benefits

Please refer to appendix B and C for a description of the modelled costs.
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Overview of subsidies in Belgium – Offshore development is incentivised by
a green certificates scheme, which is equivalent to a feed-in premium. The
grid operator buys all the green certificates from the offshore farm. The
value of the green certificate is the difference between the guaranteed
price set by the Government and the corrected electricity market price.

Attractiveness of scheme for investors
Under a new subsidy scheme, the Belgian feed-in premium guarantees a
stable revenue covering the LCoE and is rewarded for 20 years. There is a
profile risk as the reference price is set as a yearly average.
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5 Belgium

Overview of feed-in premium

Under a new scheme, offshore wind operators
receive green certificates for every MWh
produced within a certain timespan in Belgium.
For each certificate they receive a remuneration
that covers the difference between a guaranteed
price and the market price. Operators sell
electricity directly to the market at the market
price. The grid operator, Elia, collects a feed-in
premium from consumers and pays it to the
offshore wind operators.

1 The value of the subsidy is determined by the
difference between the guaranteed price (based
on the average LCoE) and the corrected
electricity market price, which is average price
for a year reduced by ~10% (depending on the
actual difference between long-term electricity
sale contract and the market price).

The correction factor is meant to compensate
for the fact that producers are asked by banks
to engage in long-term sale contracts. There is
no compensation for imbalance costs.

2. Producers can receive a maximum revenue
per kWh equal to the guaranteed price. It is
currently set to €138/MWh by the government
(it can be adjusted upwards or downwards if the
audited opex is higher/lower than €30/MWh).
For installations with financial close after 30
June 2017 but before 1 January 2021, the LCoE
can be revised by the federal government every
three years if there is proof that the
technologies have become more cost-efficient.
The guaranteed price is not adjusted for annual
inflation. If the grid connection is paid by the
wind farm owner, then the LCoE is set at
€150/MWh.

The guaranteed price of the certificate drops to
€0 for a maximum of 72 hours a year, if there is
overproduction in the market.

3. The duration of the subsidy scheme is 20
years. After 20 years, the certificates will be sold
at the market price for the remaining lifetime of
the installation.

The subsided electricity output is not limited to
a certain number of full load hours.

Electricity market price

Guaranteed price

1

t or MWh

€
/M

W
h

2

3

1

Corrected market price

2

3

2

Planned offshore wind

Norther
(350 MW)

Selected reference sites
Planned/under construction/just built

• Installed capacity: 712 MW

• Targets 2020 (operational): 2,200 MW

Offshore
wind
farm

Financing scheme

Electricity
market

ConsumersPremium
Elia

Electricity price
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Overview of tax regime in Belgium – Development of offshore wind is
stimulated by a one-off investment deduction.

15
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5 Belgium

Attractiveness of the tax regime for investors
The one-off investment allowance is an advantageous feature but a higher
corporate tax rate makes Belgium less attractive then the Netherlands for
investors in offshore wind projects.

Fiscal policy

Nominal
corporate income
tax rate

33%

Depreciation
terms

For offshore wind assets in principle
there is no difference between the
depreciation for commercial and tax
purposes.

Recognition of
(additions to) the
decommissioning
provision

n/a

Generic tax
incentives
available for
offshore wind

n/a

Specific tax
incentives for
offshore wind

Fixed assets that are used for more
rational energy consumption, the
improvement of the industrial
processes out of energetic
considerations and, in particular, to
recover energy can be eligible for a one-
off investment deduction of 13.5%
(assessment year 2015) on the
acquisition value (if certain conditions
are fulfilled).

Belgian tax regime would result in higher LCoE
if applied in the Netherlands*

*Source: Ecofys Analysis
** Includes tax rate change and the investment allowance

Belgian tax regime would reduce public
spending if applied in the Netherlands*
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April 2015

Overview of subsidies in Denmark– Offshore development is incentivised by
a feed-in premium. The guaranteed price consists of the premium and the
electricity market price. It is set through a competitive auction process. The
farm is entitled to the premium for 20 years or until the quantity cap has
been reached.

Attractiveness of scheme for investors
The Danish feed-in premium guarantees a stable price for 20 years or until
50,000 full load hours are reached. Offshore wind farms are also fully
compensated for the imbalance costs or losses caused by defects on the grid
operator’s side. Setting prices on an hourly basis minimises the risk profile.
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6 Denmark

Overview of feed-in premium

In Denmark, offshore wind operators receive a
guaranteed price per kWh, based on the LCoE of
the project. It is financed by selling electricity
directly to the market and collecting the feed-in
premium from power consumers via
Energinet.dk, the grid operator.

1 The height of the subsidy is determined by the
difference between guaranteed price (tariff) and
the hourly electricity market price. Operators are
fully compensated for any shutdown caused by
the grid operator due to maintenance or securing
economically optimal utilisation for 25 years (last
5 years they can receive only a market price and
not a subsidy)*.

2. The guaranteed price is the maximum
amount per kWh that farms can earn and it
varies per project. The government organises a
competitive auction. The lowest bid wins.

Depending on site conditions, the guaranteed
prices can vary significantly based on the LCoE
of operators. For example, project Rødsand 2
received a guaranteed price of 8.44 cents/kWh,
whereas Anholt gets 14.10 cents for every kWh
it produces. These prices are not adjusted over
time for inflation.

The grid is provided but offshore wind
operators need to pay a net tariff for production
(G tariff), for which they get compensated.

3. If the market price for electricity exceeds the
guaranteed price, Energinet.dk will calculate a
negative price supplement. If the market price
becomes negative, offshore wind operators are
compensated for the missed revenue. The only
exception is the Anholt offshore wind farm. It
does not receive compensation for the
shutdown or forced production reduction.

4. The duration of the subsidy scheme is 20
years or until the farm reaches the maximum of
50,000 full load hours (quantity cap).

Electricity market price

Guaranteed price

1

t or kWh

€
/k

W
h

2
4

1

2

3

3

3

4

0

*Some wind farms do not receive such compensation (e.g.
Anholt)

Planned offshore wind

Kriegers Flak
(600 MW)

Horns Rev III
(400 MW)

Selected reference sites
Planned/under construction/just built

• Installed capacity: 872 MW

• Targets 2020 (operational): 2,222 MW

Offshore
wind
farm

Electricity
market

Consumers

Market price

Premium

Financing scheme

Energinet.dk
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Overview of tax regime in Denmark - The Danish tax regime does not
stimulate offshore wind investments in particular.
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6 Denmark

Attractiveness of the tax regime for investors
The declining balance depreciation method combined with the lower tax rate
makes the Danish tax regime more attractive for investors in offshore wind.

Fiscal policy

Nominal corporate
income tax rate

23.5%

Depreciation terms For local GAAP, machinery and equipment is
depreciated on a straight line basis. Utility plants,
including offshore windfarms, are depreciated on
a straight line basis over the expected lifetime of
the asset (wind turbines for example 20-24 years
for one leading player).
For tax purposes, machinery and equipment may
be depreciated by the diminishing-balance
method at a 25% depreciation rate. Utility plants,
including offshore wind farms, can be
depreciated at 15% on a declining balance
method.

Recognition of
(additions to) the
decommissioning
provision

According to local GAAP, a decommissioning
provision and additions hereto are measured and
recognized based on a valuation for accounting
purpose of the estimated abandonment
obligation.
For tax purposes, there is no recognition of the
decommissioning provision or any additions
hereto. Cost related to decommissioning are only
to be considered for tax purposes when they are
defrayed.

Generic tax
incentives available
for offshore wind

n/a

Specific tax
incentives for
offshore wind

n/a

Danish tax regime would result in a
lower LCoE in the Netherlands*

Danish tax regime would reduce public deficit
in the Netherlands*
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*Source: Ecofys Analysis
** Includes tax rate change and the depreciation regime. The decommissioning provision methodology is not modelled, please refer to appendix C.
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April 2015

Overview of subsidies in Germany – Offshore wind is incentivised by a feed-
in premium scheme. The amount of the premium is calculated every
calendar month and is equal to the difference between a guaranteed tariff
and the average electricity market price.

Attractiveness of scheme for investors
The German scheme provides the subsidy for 20 years and allows front-
loading, which benefits the NPV for investors. Potentially, there can be a
profile risk as reference market prices are set on a monthly basis, but there is
an upside revenue potential, when the market price exceeds the tariff.
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7 Germany

Overview of feed-in premium

In Germany, offshore wind operators receive a
feed-in premium for each kWh they produce.
Operators sell electricity directly to the market
for the market price. The premium is paid by
consumers through their energy bills.

1 The height of the subsidy is determined by the
difference between a guaranteed tariff and the
reference electricity market price (monthly
average).

2.The maximum amount of subsidy is capped at
the guaranteed tariff (set by the government).
Network operators provide connection to the
grid. The subsidy is granted for 20 years, but it is
split into two periods.

For the first 12 years, the guaranteed tariff is
capped at €0.154/kWh*. For the rest of the
period, there is a guaranteed tariff of
€0.039/kWh. The tariffs are not corrected for
inflation.

Investors can apply for the acceleration model.
A guaranteed price of €0.194/kWh is set for the
first eight years (if commissioning is before 1
January 2020) and for the rest of the term, a
tariff of €0.039/kWh applies.

If the market price is higher than the
guaranteed tariff, farms are allowed to retain
the market price (this is relevant during the
period of the default tariff, which is a low tariff
and might not even cover the cost of operation).

The government can adjust the guaranteed
tariffs in certain situations, for instance, the
tariff can be reduced to zero, if electricity prices
at the stock exchange EPEX are negative for six
consecutive hours.

3. As discussed, the duration of the subsidy
scheme is 20 years. The subsided electricity
output is not limited to a certain number of full
load hours.

Electricity market price

Guaranteed tariff (default)

1

t or kWh

€
/k

W
h

2

3

1

Reference market price

2

3

Guaranteed tariff (accelerated)

*These 12 years apply to plants which are located closer
than 12 nautical miles from the coast and up to 20 metres
deep. For every mile that the plant is located further
away from the coast, the period by which this tariff will
increase is 0.5 month. For every metre increase in the
depth, the period will increase by 1.7 months.

1

Borkum West II (200 MW)
Riffgat (108 MW)
Borkum Riffgrund (277
MW)

Global Tech 1
(400 MW)

Planned offshore wind

• Installed capacity: 1,048.9 MW

• Targets 2020 (operational): 6.5 GW

Selected reference sites
Planned/under construction/just built

Offshore
wind
farm

Electricity
market

Consumers

Market price

Premium

Financing scheme

Network
operators

Dan Tysk (288 MW)

Amrunbank West (288
MW)
Nordsee Ost (295 MW)
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Overview of the tax regime Germany - The German tax regime has no
specific incentives for offshore wind developers.
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7 Germany

Attractiveness of the tax regime for investors
The German tax regime can be slightly more attractive if the lowest Trade Tax
rate applies. In any other case, the German tax regime is equally or less
attractive for investors in offshore wind than it is in the Netherlands.

Fiscal policy

Nominal corporate
income tax rate

15% CIT plus solidarity surcharge of 5,5% on CIT
Rate (together 15.38%) and 7% - 17% Trade Tax
(varying by location)

Depreciation terms Commercially, depreciation could be taken into
account corresponding to tax depreciation.
Alternatively commercial depreciation could be
calculated for each asset separately (e.g. tower
separately from rotor blades etc.).
For tax purposes straight line depreciation over the
lifetime of the asset is applicable. According to tax
case law (for onshore wind parks), each wind power
unit is a separate asset including tower, foundation,
rotor blades, etcetera and the estimated life time,
and as such the depreciation pace is set by tax case
law on 16 years. These principles should be
applicable for offshore wind farms as well.

Recognition of
(additions to) the
decommissioning
provision

n/a

Generic tax
incentives available
for offshore wind

n/a

Specific tax
incentives for
offshore wind

n/a
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same public finance balance if applied in the
Netherlands (highest tax rate used)*

**

*Source: Ecofys Analysis
** Includes tax rate change and the depreciation regime
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April 2015

Overview of subsidies in the United Kingdom – Offshore wind development
is currently supported by a feed-in premium, which is designed as Contracts
for Difference (CfD). Until 2017, it functions in parallel with the Renewables
Obligation scheme. Under CfD, offshore wind operators receive a
guaranteed price (strike price).

Attractiveness of scheme for investors
CfD provides a stable base for investors: a strike price is awarded for 15 years.
There is a high upside revenue potential as the strike price is based on the
most expensive bidder in the round. The profile risk is low due to the hourly
reference market price.
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8 United Kingdom

Overview of feed-in premium

In the UK, till March 2017, two schemes run in
parallel: CfD and the Renewables Obligation (RO),
till CfD will fully replace RO. Offshore wind farms
receive revenue from selling electricity directly to
the market and collect a feed-in premium.

1. The height of the subsidy is determined by the
difference between the guaranteed price (the
strike price) and the hourly electricity market
price. Balancing costs are not compensated.

2. The strike price that offshore wind operators
receive is the maximum revenue the farms can
earn. The administrative maximum price for CfD
(strike price) is set by the government five years
in advance and will be lower than in the period
before (taking technological and market

developments into account). The UK has got an
assigned budgetary pot for a given period and if
requests for CfD exceed the budget, then
developers compete for CfD in a competitive
bid. The administrative maximum strike price for
projects with a financial close in 2016 is set at
€0.197/kWh (corrected for inflation annually).
The last highest bid granted in the round within
the budgetary pot sets the strike price for all
projects in that round for a particular year.

Offshore wind developers can choose to build
the necessary grid connection but are obliged to
sell the asset to the Offshore Transmission
Owners (OFTOs) and pay a fee to make use of
the connection. If the grid is already available,
operators only need to pay the connecting fee.
This is not per se covered by the strike price, but
developers need to anticipate these costs and
take them into account while bidding.

3. If at some point the market price is higher
than the strike price, the wind farm has to pay
the difference to the counterparty controlled by
the UK government through the Low Carbon
Contracts Company (LCCC). When negative
prices occur, the wind operator receives the
strike price (but only for the output that is
delivered to the grid).

4. The duration of the subsidy scheme is 15
years. The amount of full load hours is not fixed.

Electricity market price

Strike price

1

t or kWh

€
/k

W
h

2
4
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2

3

3

3

4

0

Planned offshore wind

Firth of
Forth (3,5
MW)

Dogger
Bank (9
GW)

Moray Firth
(1,3 GW)

Norfolk (7,2
GW)

Hastings
(600 MW)

Isle of
Wright (900
MW)

Bristol
Channel
(1,5 GW)

Irish Sea
(4,2 GW)

• Installed capacity: 3.7 GW

• Targets 2020 (operational): 10-13 GW

Offshore
wind
farm

Market price

Premium

Financing scheme

Electricity
market

ConsumersLCCC Utilities

Hornsea (4 GW)

Selected reference sites
Planned/under construction/just built
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Overview of the tax regime in the United Kingdom - the UK tax regime does
not stimulate offshore wind investments in particular.
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8 United Kingdom

Attractiveness of the tax regime for investors
The capital allowance on a declining balance basis combined with the lower
tax rate makes the UK tax regime more attractive for investors in offshore
wind.

Fiscal policy

Nominal corporate
income tax rate

20%

Depreciation terms Commercially, depreciation is taken into
account in a straight line method over the
useful life of the assets.
No depreciation is available but capital
allowances may be deducted. The capital
allowance amounts 18% calculated on a
reducing-balance basis.

Recognition of
(additions to) the
decommissioning
provision

n/a

Generic tax
incentives available
for offshore wind

n/a

Specific tax
incentives for
offshore wind

n/a

UK’s tax regime would result in a lower LCoE if
applied in the Netherlands*

UK’s tax regime would result in a reduced
public deficit if applied in the Netherlands*
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*Source: Ecofys Analysis
** Includes tax rate change and the depreciation regime

In the UK, renewables projects can earn Levy Exemption Certificates which
have value and can be used by industrial and commercial power users to
avoid liability for the Climate Change Levy (a tax). The impact of the carbon
levy exemption is not quantified in this study due to the focus of the report
on the corporate income tax rate, depreciation terms and tax investment
incentives.
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Overview of subsidies in France - Offshore wind is incentivised by using a
feed-in tariff (guaranteed purchase price). The distribution grid operator is
obliged to enter into agreements with offshore wind operators to purchase
electricity at this fixed price.

Attractiveness of scheme for investors
The French feed-in tariff provides a stable base for potential investors: they
receive a guaranteed price for 20 years. There is no profile risk as exposure to
the market is limited.
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9 France

Overview of feed-in tariff

France’s goal is to reach installed capacity for
offshore wind farms to 6 GW by 2020. To achieve
this, the French government introduced a feed-in
tariff, which they named as the guaranteed
purchase price. The costs for the feed-in tariff
made by the purchase obligation of EDF, the grid
operator, are directly passed through to the end
consumers.

1. The fixed feed-in tariff sets the maximum
revenue that farms can earn per kWh. It is based
on the LCoE (including costs to develop grid
connection) and differs per zone, depending on
distance to the shore and the depth of the sea.
Each designated offshore wind zone has a
minimum and maximum purchase price that EDF
has assigned.

It now ranges from a minimum of €0.15/kWh to
a maximum of €0.22/kWh. Feed-in tariffs
granted are annually adjusted for inflation. The
government also does not compensate
balancing costs.

2. The duration of the subsidy scheme is 20
years. The subsided electricity output is not
limited to a certain number of full load hours.

Feed-in tariff

1

t or kWh

€
/k

W
h

2

1

2

Fécamp
(500 MW)

Le Tréport
(500 MW)

0

Saint Nazaire
(750 MW)

Saint Breuic
(500 MW)

Courseulles-sur-Mer (500 MW)

Planned offshore wind

• Installed capacity: 0 MW

• Targets 2020 (operational): 6 GW

Selected reference sites
Planned/under construction/just built

Offshore
wind
farm

Market
price

Costs
tariff

Financing scheme

Electricity
market

Consumers

EDF
Feed-in tariff
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Overview of the tax regime in France - the French tax regime does not
stimulate offshore wind investments with particular measures.
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9 France

Attractiveness of the tax regime for investors
The accelerated depreciation rules of the French tax regime could make it
more attractive to invest in offshore wind. But a significantly higher tax rate
diminishes that advantage making the French tax regime less attractive.

Fiscal policy

Nominal corporate
income tax rate

33. 1/3% in principle, 34.43% if the
corporate income tax payable exceeds
EUR 763k or 38% when the turnover also
exceeds EUR 250M.

Depreciation terms From an accounting standpoint, the standard
method is the straight line depreciation. The
rate of depreciation is linked to the useful
life of the asset (useful life for wind
equipment is generally accepted for 15 years
or 20 years depending on the type of the
equipment).
For tax purposes, there is an optional
declining balance depreciation for newly
build or acquired assets consisting of
multiplying the straight-line depreciation
rate by a coefficient determined by tax law
which for a useful life of 15 years is 2.25.

Recognition of
(additions to) the
decommissioning
provision

n/a

Generic tax
incentives available
for offshore wind

n/a

Specific tax
incentives for
offshore wind

n/a

French tax regime would result in a higher
LCoE in the Netherlands*

French tax regime would reduce public deficit
in the Netherlands*
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Appendix A: Impact of tax and subsidies on the LCoE and public expenditure – our scope and
definitions
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1 Impact of tax and subsidies

Impact of tax incentives and subsidies on the LCoE and public expenditure

Represents the life-cycle costs of a power generating assets over an assumed operational
lifetime, taking into account the cost of financing.

Cost components
• Devex
• Capex
• Opex (O&M)
• Decommissioning costs
• Financing costs (for debt and equity)
• Tax

Levelised cost of electricity (€/MWh)

Subsidies
Feed-in tariffs

Feed-in premiums

xxx

Tax
incentives

Accelerated depreciation

Tax rates and provisions

xxx

…first order effects… … and second order effectsChanges in the schemes result in…

• Change in LCoE
• Change in public

expenditure:
- Tax income
- Provided subsidies

• Change in public
expenditure

Quantification

• Changing investor risk
leads to a change in costs
of financing (WACC*),
which affects the LCoE
and thus public
expenditure

• Changing investor risk leads
to a change in costs of
financing (WACC*), which
affects the LCoE and thus
public expenditure

The scope of our study

• In this study, we focus on qualitatively
describing the subsidy and tax regimes.

• We quantify the first order effects of
changing the tax scheme to the scheme
of a neighbouring country.

• We qualitatively describe the
attractiveness of subsidy regimes for
investors

* WACC = Weighted average cost of capital (equity and debt)

Qualitative assessment
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Appendix B: Assumption list for the Dutch base case used in calculating the tax effect on the
LCoE and public expenses
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2 Assumptions for the calculation of the effect on the LCoE

Parameter Unit Value

Project definition

Year of financial close [-] 2015

Project capacity [MW] 350

Wind turbine capacity [MW] 7

Site location [-] Borssele

Ownership high voltage assets [-] Transmission operator

Duration operational phase [y] 20

Revenues

Duration of support scheme [y] 15

Subsidy scheme type [-] FiT

Grey electricity price [€/MWh] 50

Tax

Corporate tax [%] 25%

Investment allowance [-] None

Depreciation method [-] Linear

Depreciation term [y] 15

Financing

Debt term [y] 15

Debt ratio [%] 70%

Debt interest rate [%] 5.5%

Debt amortisation method [-] Annuity

Equity rate of return [%] 15%

WACC [%] 7.4%

Cost input

Development expenditure [M€] 26

Capital expenditure (CAPEX) [M€] 910

Operational expenditure (OPEX) [M€/y] 34

Annual electricity production [GWh/y] 1,303

Source: Ecofys
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Appendix C: Background of TKI-WoZ Offshore Wind Cost Model (1/2)
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3 Model specifications

The TKI-WoZ Offshore Wind Cost Model has been initially developed by Ecofys as ordered by the foundation Far and Large Offshore Wind (FLOW). Over 2012-2013, the
industry partners of FLOW have delivered confidential (cost) data to build up the confidential database which is the backbone of the model. Since the initial development,
TKI-WoZ has done the data collection as well as validation and testing of the model with Ecofys’s support. The TKI-WoZ Model is applied in a wide range of applications
(ranging from quantification of technical innovation, alternative subsidy schemes, permitting systems) and is under continuous scrutiny. A summary of the calculation
methods used in the TKI-WoZ Model is provided below:

 Development expenditure (devex)

This is based on the key cost elements encountered during the development phase of an offshore wind farm: engineering and design, consent and permitting, wind
measurement campaigns, geotechnical and geophysical surveys.

 Capital expenditure (capex)

o Supply costs of wind turbines:

The model contains four generic wind turbine types, all of which are based on a collection of wind turbines available on the market. Supply costs as
modelled for the near future project are based on the current pricing level as observed in the market. For the calculated cases of this study, a 7 MW wind
turbine was selected.

o Supply costs of foundations

The supply costs of foundations are calculated based on the weights of the main components. These weights depend on site conditions (such as water
depth, soil conditions) as well as wind turbine specifications (such as hub height and top mass). Weights are calculated based on engineering relations
taking into account site conditions and wind turbine specifications. In addition, the model contains unit rates for the main components, which describe the
price of components per ton of material.

o Supply costs of electrical infrastructure

The TKI-WoZ model is capable of calculating CAPEX of all assets typically used for HVAC designs. The cases calculated in this study are based on the 2015
tender round in the Netherlands. In this tender round, all transmission assets are outside the scope of the wind farm developer (i.e. the export cables,
offshore substation etc.). Thus in the calculated cases, only the array cables are included in this cost category.

o Installation costs

For each of the main components, costs for installation are calculated based on specific installation vessels and installation cycles. In addition, costs for
mobilisation and demobilisation as well as weather downtime costs are calculated separately.

o Construction insurance, management and contingencies

Capex includes a separate category in which the costs for construction insurance, management and construction contingencies are calculated. These costs
are expressed as a percentage of capex of the supply and installation costs.
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Appendix C: Background of TKI-WoZ Offshore Wind Cost Model (2/2)
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3 Model specifications

 Energy production

Gross energy is determined based on a Weibull distribution which describes the wind climate at the site, combined with power curves of the wind turbines
applied. Losses (wake, electrical, non-availability) are calculated separately and are subtracted from the gross energy yield to arrive at the net energy yield.

 Operational costs (opex)

Operational costs (opex) include the maintenance costs of wind turbines, foundations and electrical infrastructure, as well as operational insurance and the

wind farm operator’s organisation. Within this cost category, the maintenance costs of wind turbines form the largest cost element. These costs are

primarily driven by the number of wind turbines and the logistical set-up.

• Decommissioning costs

The amount of the decommissioning costs for a wind farm is still uncertain. In the Dutch case of Borssele wind farm, we assume the costs to be equal to 105

million EUR (reduced installation costs. The costs are accounted as an expense at the end of the lifetime of the wind farm.

 Financing and cash flow parameters

The model includes both project and balance financing. In case of project financing, the baseline assumption is amortisation based on annuities. All cash

flows are discounted to the year of financial close (‘t=0’ in the cash flow), based on the required return on equity as discount factor. The cash flow uses

midpoint discounting.

 Construction period

During the construction period, capex is linearly spread over the period, which starts after financial close. The baseline assumption is a construction period of

2.5 years.
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